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PLYMOUTH AT CLIPPER BAY UNIT 13
West Bay / North West Point, Cayman Islands

PROPERTY DETAILS
Price: US$999,000

MLS#: 415158

Type: Residential

Listing Type: Condominium

Status: Reduced

Bedrooms: 2

Bathrooms: 2.5

Built: 2022

Sq. Ft.: 1,706

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
This 2 bed, 2.5 bath ground floor unit is located in the exclusive gated boutique community of Clipper Bay. This home is the
perfect infusion of modern urban living and Mediterranean design that perfectly encapsulates the upscale luxury lifestyle of the
Cayman Islands. This home has been designed for professionals looking to create the perfect home environment. As you walk
into the home you are surrounded by the natural light and gorgeous finishes. The energy in this home is calming and perfectly
matches the structured care free lifestyle of patterns, textures and neutral colours. The unit has been completely customized
with a beautiful backsplash and all stainless steel appliances. The home comes fully furnished with furniture from Living.ky and
Design studio. You will be blown away by the interior space in this home. You will notice all the customized built ins ranging from
a large and private office space to floating shelves which makes this home truly unique in both its style and design. Set in a
beautifully landscaped development, this unit is surrounded an Olympic sized swimming pool with lounge area for those wanting
to relax and enjoy the fresh breeze. A gym is also provided to the owners in the complex. Plymouth provides an opportunity to
live in one of the best locations on the 7 Mile Beach corridor, very close to restaurants, Camana Bay and within walking distance
to 7 Mile Beach. Every detail has been well-thought-out. The energy at Plymouth flows effortlessly from inside to the outside lush
green open spaces. The design specs are upscale with a focus on beautiful finishes with exclusive Italian brands for the kitchen
and bathrooms. Plymouth architects have focused on “style” while still respecting the requirements of the tropical island
environment and ensuring a long-lasting, sustainable and energy friendly build.
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